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CHEER UP CARD
Design by: MelodyLane (50 Projects)
About me: I love all m y Cricuts and love
creating things and sharing the cut files for Cricut
Craft Room and m ak ing tutorial videos on m ost
of m y projects.

Project skill level: moderate
Project time: less than 30 minutes
Project tags: Get Well Cards Sympathy Cards

Spring Summer Thank You Cards Feminine
Classic House Warming Country Celebration Baby Cards
Celebration Cards Teacher Gifts/Cards Holiday Cards Family
Cards Love Notes/Cards Outdoors Vacation/Travel Cards Cards
Just Because Cards Congratulations Cards Friend Cards Playful
Naturalist
This w as for a fellow Youtuber w ho needed a cheer up!

CRICUT ®: WHAT WAS USED
Freshly Picked Cartridge

Cuttlebug® Machine

OTHER MATERIALS NEEDED
glitter glue

card stock

stamp with sentiment

adhesive

paper cutter

foam squares

PROJECT CUT FILES
butterfly card.ccr

Cricut Expression® 2

STEP 1
Sorry, I forgot to take pictures as I went. But first I cut the Mat layers in my new paper cutter you can see in this video. I then used the
Cuttlebug on the top mat layer. The butterfly and grass came from Artiste cartridge and the sign and flowers came from Freshly picked.

video using paper cutter

STEP 2
I cut the grass out with 2 different colors and layered them with foam squares so they were more 3d and put the flowers in various places
in the grass. I stamped, and inked the edges of the sign before putting in grass. I used markers on flowers just to make them a little more
dimensional.

making the card video

STEP 3
On the inside I just stamped with the word Smile and added a smiley face sticker.

making the card video

AWARDS

RELATED PROJECTS
Butterfly Display card

View details
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Butterfly Kisses Card

View details

Flower Card

View details

